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In a random order, the teacher says a word. Students repeat the word, tap the word, and write the word in the correct Syllable Type Box.   
Candy wrappers have the correct syllable type and make it a little more interesting and fun. 
 

rash, bun, path, bib, red, jab, kid, nod, but, pot, Ben, pat, tab, Jim, tin, 
rat, big, tip, dash, mad, den, gum, math, dip, mug, sub, dish, fun, rag, 
tag, tug, mug, not, chat, such, rich, much, path, sob, big, rig, leg, let, 
set, met, jab, gob, jog, bath, thud, thug, moth, yip, dug, dip, fish, fit, 
fat, fog, get, hut, hot, hug, hog, mash, mush, cod, chip, yet, yap, vet, 
vat, lip, lash, log, lug, nag, Ned, nip, Beth, that, job, jug, get, jet, sash, 
nap, rug, sap, sip, sit, sat, set, zip, zig, zap, sent, must, best, led, drop, 
loft, pest, pond, chest, last, dent, trash, raft, stub, gust, grip, brag, 
flop, stash, belt, glad, grin, plug, drum, slush, trot, wept, dust, rest, 
hunt, vest, step, flag, swish, drag, drip, past, vent, dump, brush, fist, 
bunch, flip, test, frog, spin, soft, fast, trap, thump, lost, nest, bled, 
mast, list, snip spot, limp, lump, flat, snap, hint, blush, bench, fled, 
chimp, pinch, punch, chomp, shred, shrug, pump, mint, twig, twin, 
trim, munch, rust, mend, slim, melt, felt, help, golf, gulf, self, tilt, film 
gulp, held, wilt, smog, flash, stop, snug, shrub, went, just, gift, Brad, 
swim, scrap, strap, scrod, sprint, split, twist, crust, brunch, swift, 
blend, blond, trust, blend, stump, quilt, squid, squish, quit, quack, 
quiz, quick, wax, fix, mix, fox, box, next, whip, wig, whiz, with, wet, 
wag, whack, west, rich, shred, flock, blend, cup, cob, cot, cat, cash, 
kid, kick, thick, Rick, neck, Ken, kit, Kim, shack, shock, cut, dock, deck, 
pack, chick, check, chuck, cub, sack, sock, cod, cap, sick, cop, pick, 

rack, crib, clock, stuck, cost, crab, black, kilt, stick, stock, task, click, 
crack, crash, cloth, stack block, skin, skit, flock, crop, skip, cluck, pluck, 
kept, clap, mask, crush, skim, milk, silk, clip, crab, clump, crisp, crunch, 
off, chess, spill cross, thrill, muff, toss, bill, whiff, mess, tell, puff, class, 
kill, cuff, kiss swell, staff, press, dill, stuff, bless, skill, drill, dress, still, 
ill, bluff, quill, buff, boss, stress, less, fluff, cliff, sniff, spell, grass, 
smell, mass, pass, call, ball, hall, fall, wall, tall, champ, stand, stamp, 
cramp, slam, ant, lamp, brand, and, van, cram, plan, bang, slang, sang, 
rang, slang. Tang, blank, yank, thank, crank, drank, prank, string, 
spring, wing, sting, swing, king, stink, drink, wink, mink, kink, pink, 
strong, prong, long, song, flung, strung, hung, rung, lung, sung, chunk, 
dunk, punk, bunk, flunk, hunk stall, ping, pong,  upset, bathmat, 
catfish, publish, limit, polish, solid, cabin, index, mascot, edit, goblin, 
combat, until, misfit, punish, exit, napkin, nutmeg, chipmunk, habit, 
robin, finish, slingshot, himself, relish, dentist, pumpkin, insult, invent, 
blindfold, disrupt, misfit, insist, splendid 

mane, plane, pane, pale, tale, cute, ride, time, Pete, 
mile, rode, cape, hope, tube, duke, fine, sake, stake, 
Luke, kite, Jake, Jane, globe, pipe, pope, bite, cope, 
shame, lime, ape, tide, cube, whine, lane, wide, cake, 
line, pole, flame, nine, tube, spine, dare, grade, vote, 
file, care, mile, came, bone, cone, wife, smile, note, 
choke, dime, drive, mine, flute, tape, share, joke, wave, 
hide, name, pile, lite, hope, wine, slope, ride, plane, 
poke, rule, plate, scrape, throne, spoke, lake, rope, 
cave, dive, snake, shine, hole, cane, quake, tune, slide, 
trade, fire, whale, prune, white, bake, like, grape, ripe, 
globe, mule, kite, wipe, static, home, sale, bike, shake, 
stone, save, maze, shave, bride, take, strike, time, 
brave, shape, Dave, Steve, Mike, Kate, Jane, Pete, Jake, 
Duke, Luke, June, safe, broke, hate, late, vase, case, 
chase, close, apes, cakes, poles, tubes, statement, 
hopeful, trades, bike, hides, homeless, lateness, careful, 
takes, dives, these, close, chose, fuse, rose, nose, maze, 
blaze, haze, graze, froze, doze, craze, pose, those, use, 
invite, reptile, entire, inside, exhale, bedtime, admire, 
baseball, grapevine, unlike, dislike, trombone, 
postpone, inflate, entire, stampede, explode, complete, 
bagpipe, flagpole, caveman, expire, lifetime, lifelong, 
volume, concrete, umpire, include, sunrise, unsafe, 
costume confuse, tadpole, athlete, baseline, springtime, 
baseballs, inflates, explodes, reptiles, includes, dislikes, 
postponement, incomplete, valentine, recognize, 
contribute 

cry, hi, shy, fry, fly, she, flu, sky, me, by, go, I, 
why, no, so, we, my, he, pro, sly, be, pry, 
behind, motel, hotel, retire, locate, depend, 
define, basic, relax, eject, beside, pretend, 
behave, robot, humid, tulip, began, donate, 
rotate, defend, predict, native, remind, unit, 
solo, program, shy, predict 

apple, bugle, gobble, cuddle, fumble, scribble, 
giggle, juggle, fizzle, bundle, staple, crumble, 
snuggle, puddle, handle, jumble, candle, table, 
wiggle, trample, puzzle, simple, sample, riddle, 
stumble, muzzle, nibble, cradle, needle, 
beagle, purple, marble, turtle, fable, pebble, 
tickle, pickle, tackle, freckle, sparkle, tackle, 
handle 

art, cart, mark, farm, lark, charm, sharp, shark, scarf, harm, barn, yard, 
start, chart, march, smart, park, bark, horn, born, torch, porch, pork, 
stork, storm, port, sort, short, fork, corn, worn, more, score, tore, 
wore, more, score, tore, wore, store, chore, chore, north, parks, 
sports, marches, sorting, barnyard, tardy, remark, army, orbit, party, 
garlic, shortstop, morning, shortcut, radar, shipyard, backyard, 
yardstick garden, acorn explore, reporting, orbits, harm, forbid, squirt, 
stir, sir, church, twirl, squirm, serve, curl, hurt, bird, chirp, dirt, fern, 
her, girl, burn, skirt, shirt, term, surf, burp, turn, bird, fir, swirl, birth, 
verb, first, birch, whirl, verb, squirm, perfume, plaster, blister, temper, 
termite, curtsy, thunder, monster, ruler, lobster, spider, panther, 
disturb, perfect, survive, sturdy, turnips, return, cursive, corner, 
chapter, surprise, lantern, thirty, archery, consider, turbulent, 
understand, tolerate, thirsty, return 

stray, clay, ray, paint, drain, train, spray, faint, 
may, say, paid, bait, raid, rain, tray, way, day, 
hay, pay, waist, gray, lay, grain, brain, wait, 
sprain, braid, chain, stayed, fainted, praying, 
pain, plain, main, tail, pail, mail, drain, sway, 
display 

 


